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Abstract: Partitioning experiments and the chemistry of iron meteorites indicate that the light element
nitrogen could be sequestered into the metallic core of rocky planets during core–mantle differen-
tiation. The thermal conductivity and the mineralogy of the Fe–N system under core conditions
could therefore influence the planetary cooling, core crystallization, and evolution of the intrinsic
magnetic field of rocky planets. Limited experiments have been conducted to study the thermal
properties and phase relations of Fe–N components under planetary core conditions, such as those
found in the Moon, Mercury, and Ganymede. In this study, we report results from high-pressure
experiments involving electrical resistivity measurements of Fe–N phases at a pressure of 5 GPa and
temperatures up to 1400 K. Four Fe–N compositions, including Fe–10%N, Fe–6.4%N, Fe–2%N, and
Fe–1%N (by weight percent), were prepared and subjected to recovery experiments at 5 GPa and
1273 K. These experiments show that Fe–10%N and Fe–6.4%N form a single hexagonal close-packed
phase (E-nitrides), while Fe–2%N and Fe–1%N exhibit a face-centered cubic structure (γ-Fe). In
separate experiments, the resistivity data were collected during the cooling after compressing the
starting materials to 5 GPa and heating to ~1400 K. The resistivity of all compositions, similar to
the pure γ-Fe, exhibits weak temperature dependence. We found that N has a strong effect on the
resistivity of metallic Fe under rocky planetary core conditions compared to other potential light
elements such as Si. The temperature-dependence of the resistivity also revealed high-pressure phase
transition points in the Fe–N system. A congruent reaction, ε⇌ γ’, occurs at ~673 K in Fe–6.4%N,
which is ~280 K lower than that at ambient pressure. Furthermore, the resistivity data provided
constraints on the high-pressure phase boundary of the polymorphic transition, γ ⇌ α, and an
eutectoid equilibrium of γ’ ⇌ α + ε. The data, along with the recently reported phase equilibrium
experiments at high pressures, enable construction of a phase diagram of the Fe–N binary system at
5 GPa.

Keywords: iron nitrides; high pressure; electrical resistivity; phase transition; terrestrial planets

1. Introduction

The intrinsic magnetic fields observed on Earth and terrestrial planets are thought
to originate from the convection processes within their metallic liquid cores [1–3]. This
convection could be driven by thermal or chemical buoyancy depending on the thermal
conductivity of the core minerals and the temperature gradient across the core–mantle
boundary. The thermal transport properties of the core minerals are thus crucial for
understanding planetary cooling, core dynamics, and the histories of the magnetic fields of
terrestrial planets. However, direct measurements of the thermal conductivity of minerals
under the conditions relevant to planetary cores remain challenging [4]. A more readily
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available alternative is to measure the electrical resistivity, which can be converted to
thermal conductivity by the Wiedemann–Franz law for metallic materials.

Given that Earth’s core and terrestrial planetary cores are mainly composed of iron
(Fe) alloyed with nickel (Ni) and some light elements, such as silicon (Si), sulfur (S), oxygen
(O), carbon (C), and hydrogen (H) [5,6], numerous high-pressure experiments have been
conducted to measure the electrical resistivity of Fe [7–16] and Fe alloys in Fe–Si [17–26],
Fe–S [27–32], Fe–P [33,34], and Fe–C [35] systems. The experimental results, along with
computational studies [36–45], have constituted the primary source of resistivity data used
in modeling the thermal evolution of planetary interiors.

Nitrogen (N), the fifth most abundant element in the solar system, is prevalent on the
Earth’s surface as the main component of the atmosphere and a vital nutrient for life. It is,
however, not conventionally considered as a potential light element in the planetary core
due to its high volatility at atmospheric pressure and the lack of experimental constraints
on its behavior during the planetary core–mantle differentiation. As demonstrated by
metallurgical data, the solubility of N in liquid Fe at 1 atm is as low as ~0.045 wt% and
sharply decreases with increased temperatures and concentrations of solute Ni [46,47].
Early estimates of the chemical composition of bulk silicate Earth largely presumed that N
was only abundant on the surface but depleted in the deep interior [48,49]. However, recent
chemical analysis, combined with experimental data on N solubility in geological materials,
has suggested that bulk silicate Earth (BSE) reserves ~7 ± 4 times the present atmospheric
N (4 × 1018 kg) through subduction processes, with the core containing ~1020 kg of N [50].
In addition, the discovery of exoplanets has opened a new dimension regarding the role of
N in planetary interiors.

Despite its prevalence on the surface, N is relatively depleted in BSE compared to
other major volatiles such as C [51,52], resulting in a higher C/N ratio (~49.0 ± 9.3) [53]
for BSE compared to primitive accretion blocks such as CI carbonaceous chondrites
(~17.0 ± 3.0) [54] and enstatite chondrites (~13.7 ± 12.1) [55]. Superchondritic BSE has been
directly linked to the highly volatile and/or siderophile character of N, i.e., large amounts
of N have been either lost to the atmosphere through the degassing process [56–58] or
sequestered into the planetary metallic core during the magma ocean crystallization [52,59].
Recent partitioning experiments [60–64] and stability studies of various Fe–N stoichiome-
tries under conditions relevant to the planetary core [65–71] support the hypothesis that
the planetary core is an appreciable reservoir for nitrogen. Additionally, the analysis of
N-bearing components in meteorites suggests that N is moderately siderophilic [55]. The
assertion of the appreciable N in planetary cores can also be made on the basis of meteorite
chemistry. For example, the taenite phase in most iron meteorites can contain N approach-
ing 1 wt%, the nitrides Carlsbergite (CrN) and Roaldite ((Fe,Ni)4N) frequently present in
meteorites as characteristic minerals [72], and a new nitride Uakitite (VN) has been recently
found in iron meteorites [73].

Similar to carbon, N alloying with Fe profoundly alters the allotropy of Fe through
the formation of nitrides and solid solutions. Under ambient pressure, equilibrium Fe–N
solid phases include solid solutions such as α-Fe (bcc) and γ-Fe (fcc) and nitrides including
γ’-Fe4N (fcc) with a narrow range of composition near 20 at.% N, E-Fe3Nx (hcp) with 0.66
< x < 1.47, and ξ-Fe2N (orthorhombic) with a composition ranging from about 33 at.% N
to an unknown upper limit [74,75]. However, due to the lack of phase equilibrium data
at high pressures, our understanding of the candidate N-bearing phase under conditions
relevant to the Earth and terrestrial planetary interiors is primarily derived from the Fe–N
phase diagram at atmospheric pressure [75] and limited high-pressure experiments which
only focused on the study of the equation of state [66,68–71,76–78].

Controversy exists regarding the high-pressure stability of γ’-Fe4N. Earlier experi-
ments suggested that γ’-Fe4N might transform to the Ephase or undergo an order–disorder
transition at ~17–32 GPa and 300 K [71,78]. However, recent experiments indicate no
structural transformation of γ’-Fe4N up to 77 GPa at 300 K [66,68], consistent with the
retention to 99 GPa at 300 K [70]. Despite the fact that the stability of γ’-Fe4N upon room-
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temperature compression suggests that γ’-Fe4N is a potential N-bearing phase in planetary
interiors [66,68,76], recovery experiments conducted by Wetzel et al. [79,80] at 2–13 GPa
and up to 1273 K argued that γ’-Fe4N is a metastable phase and unlikely to occur in the
Fe–N system at pressures exceeding 10 GPa.

In addition to the poor understanding of the core mineralogy of the Fe–N system,
little is known about the effect of N on the transport property of Fe. Only one experiment
has been performed to study the resistivity of Fe nitride at high pressure [76], revealing
that nitride Fe2N behaves as a semiconductor with a resistivity value over 3000 Ωm up
to 70 GPa and room temperature. It suggests that N would have enormous effect on the
thermal conductivity of Fe and therefore the heat transport in the planetary core. However,
the most recent computational studies suggest that the resistivity of the Fe–N system is
comparable to other Fe alloys in the Fe–Si, Fe–C, Fe–O, Fe–S, Fe–H, and Fe–P systems [38].
Furthermore, recent experimental findings by Ma et al. [81] reported that the bulk Fe2N
synthesized under high pressure conditions exhibits good metallic conductivity, with a
resistivity of 172 × 10−8 Ωm at ambient condition, similar to the experimental results for
Fe alloys mentioned above.

In this study, we measured the electrical resistivity of four Fe–N compositions, in-
cluding two solid solutions (Fe–1%N and Fe–2%N by weight percent) and two nitrides
(containing 6.4%N and 10%N, respectively). Experiments were conducted at a pressure of
5 GPa and temperatures up to 1400 K using a cubic press combined with our recently devel-
oped high-pressure technique for resistivity measurement [82]. We discussed the effect of
N on the resistivity of Fe based on the measured data. These data were also combined with
recovery experiments to construct a phase diagram of the Fe–N system at high pressure
that would help to understand the possible N-bearing phases in planetary cores.

2. Experiments
2.1. Starting Materials

We prepared two starting materials by nitriding Fe powder (99.95%, average 10 µm
particle, Alfa Aesar) with a NH3/H2 gas mixture in a tube furnace at 750 K and 793 K,
respectively. The yielded nitride powders showed 9.97 wt% N (denoted as Fe–10N) and
6.41 wt% N (Fe–6.4N), respectively. Two additional starting materials were prepared by
mixing the synthesized Fe–6.4N powder with pure Fe, with nitrogen contents of 1 wt%
(Fe–1N) and 2 wt% (Fe–2N), respectively.

2.2. Sample Characterization

The N content in the starting nitride powder was analyzed using the carrier gas hot
extraction method using an NHO combined analyzer (ONH836, Leco, USA). The phase
constituents in the starting nitride powders and recovered samples were characterized
through the X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique (anode material: Co, Ka1, λ = 1.78901 Å,
Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer). Diffraction data was collected in the angular range
from 30◦ to 140◦. For the recovered samples, we scanned the surface toward the thermocou-
ple junction. The diffraction data were analyzed with Rietveld refinements using Bruker’s
Topas 5 software. The analysis yielded phase constituents, lattice parameters, and the
weight fraction of each phase in the sample.

2.3. Electrical Resistivity Measurements

The high-pressure experiments were conducted using a large-volume cubic press.
A newly developed high-pressure technique was employed for measuring the electrical
resistivity as illustrated in Figure 1 and described in [82]. This technique is on the basis of
the Van der Pauw four-wire method and is known to provide reliable electrical resistivity
measurements. Initially, the starting Fe–N powder was pre-pressed into a disk with a hard
steel die at 20 MPa and assembled in the hBN tube. The electrode wires were positioned in
contact with the disk on its periphery as shown in Figure 1c. A K-type thermocouple was
separated from the sample by a 0.5 mm-thick hBN plate. The sample was first compressed
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to 5 GPa at room temperature and then heated to ~1400 K for at least 1 h. Data collection
was performed while gradually decreasing the temperature. A typical uncertainty in the
measured resistivity is ~2%. The detailed information for sample assembly, data collection,
and uncertainty analysis can be found in our recent work [82].
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the assemblage and large-volume press technique for electrical
resistivity measurement at a high pressure and high temperature. (b) Cross-section view of the
experimental configuration, showing the cell assembly with the sample, electrodes, and thermocouple.
(c) Enlarged view to show the position of the thermocouple (TC) junction and the contact mode
between the sample and electrodes.

2.4. Recovery Experiments

In addition to the resistivity measurements, high-pressure recovery experiments were
conducted for a better understanding of the stable phases of the Fe–N sample at 5 GPa
and different temperatures. For the phase stability study, the Fe–N powder was firstly
pre-pressed into a pellet and encapsulated using a tantalum container. The container
was then assembled into an hBN tube in a manner very similar to the configuration
shown in Figure 1b, with exception that no electrodes were involved. For each recovery
experiment, we symmetrically assembled two samples into hBN tubes to sandwich the
K-type thermocouple joint at the center. All samples were subjected to heat treatment at
5 GPa and 1273 K for 2 h and then quenched to room temperature by switching off the
power. Upon decompression, the container was removed, and sample was polished into a
pellet with a parallelism better than 0.01 mm for further phase characterization.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. N Content and Phase Identification of the Starting Materials

The measured nitrogen and oxygen composition of the starting materials are 9.97 (0.19)
wt% N and 0.75 (0.13) wt% O for Fe–10N and 6.41(0.15) wt% N and 0.44(0.09) wt% O for
Fe–6.4N. The presence of impurity O in both powders is attributed to oxygen introduction
during the nitriding process. The diffraction data and Rietveld refinement results revealed
that both powders consist of multiple phases (Figure 2). The Fe–10N comprises primarily
E-Fe3N1.33 (98.8 wt%) with minor γ’-Fe4N (1.2 wt%) and a trace amount of wüstite FeOx.
The lattice parameters for those nitride phases are a = 4.7626(2) Å and c = 4.4105(1) Å)
for E-Fe3N1.33 and a = 3.7957(2) Å for γ’-Fe4N. The average N content calculated from the
Rietveld analysis is 9.957 wt%, in good agreement with the chemical analysis. For the
Fe–6.4N, Rietveld refinement yielded 76.6 wt% γ’-Fe4N, 19.7% E-Fe3N1.33, and 3.7 wt% α-Fe.
The lattice parameters are a = 3.7953(2) Å for γ’-Fe4N, a = 4.7562(3) Å and c = 4.4069(2) Å
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for E-Fe3N1.33, and a = 2.8636(2) Å for α-Fe. The average N content calculated from the
XRD analysis is 6.491 wt%, consistent with the result of chemical analysis.
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction data of the synthesized samples showing E(a) or γ’ (b) as the dominant
nitride phase. The diffraction data, Rietveld refinement fits, and their difference are represented by
black circles, red, and dark gray lines, respectively. Peaks of trace wüstite are marked with asterisks.

3.2. Phase Characterization of the Recovered Samples

We analyzed the diffraction data of the recovered samples. The results from analysis
of the X-ray diffraction data are shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. Both Fe–10N and Fe–6.4N
samples were transformed into a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure at 5 GPa and
1273 K. The transformation to a single phase for both compositions indicates that these
compositions are in the stability field of the E-phase at 5 GPa and 1273 K, in agreement with
a recent experimental study [79]. The diffraction peaks of Fe–10N shift toward lower angles
compared to Fe–6.4N due to the relatively larger lattice parameters of Fe–10N. The lattice
parameters are a = 4.7581 (1) Å and c = 4.4066 (1) Å for Fe–10N and a = 4.6286 (2) Å and
c = 4.3521 (2) Å for Fe–6.4N (Table 1). The cell volume was calculated using the formula
V =

√
3

2 a2c for the hcp structure, which was used to determine the N content in the nitride
phase according to Liapina et al. 2004 [83], as in recent studies [79,80]. It was observed
that both recovered samples contain slightly less nitrogen than the initial powders, with
9.56 wt% N and 5.86 wt% N in the recovered Fe–10N and Fe–6.4N samples, respectively,
compared to 9.97 wt% N and 6.41 wt% N in the starting materials. Although recent recovery
experiments showed no detectable N loss at 2–13 GPa and up to 1273 K [79,80], the slight
N loss in this work is probably attributed to the temperature gradient in the large sample
chamber. We further calculated the x value in the formula Fe3Nx based on the N content
in the recovered E-phase, yielding 1.268 for Fe–10N and 0.747 for Fe–6.4N sample. These
values are consistent with the established relationship between the unit cell volume of
ε-Fe3Nx and the N content under ambient conditions [69], as shown in Figure 3c.
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction data of the recovered samples. (a), (b), (d), and (e) represent the diffrac-
tion patterns from Fe–10N, Fe–6.4N, Fe–1N, and Fe–2N compositions, respectively. The results
of (a) and (b) show that Fe–10N and Fe–6.4N form a single nitride phase at 5 GPa and 1273 K. The
diffraction patterns of (d) and (e) show that Fe–1N and Fe–2N samples mainly consist of the α’ phase
with minor residual austenite (γ), indicating that Fe–1N and Fe–2N are in the γ phase-field at 5 GPa
and 1273 K. (c) shows the relationship between the unit-cell volume of nitrides and the x value in the
formula Fe3Nx with open circles [69] and solid circles (this study). (f) shows the lattice parameters c
and a as a function of solution nitrogen in the Fe–N martensitic phase. The open symbols represent
data from [84] and the solid symbols represent data from this study. Solid lines in (c) and (f) represent
the linear fitting from the corresponding literature data.

Table 1. Phase constitutions, lattice parameters, and nitrogen concentrations calculated from the
X-ray diffraction data of recovered samples at 5 GPa.

T (K)
ε-nitride

a (Å) c (Å) Volume (Å3) Phase Fraction b N Content (wt.%) c

Fe-10N 1273 4.7581 (1) a 4.4066 (1) 86.3968 (37) 0.985 (15) 9.56 (14)
Fe-6.4N 1273 4.6286 (2) 4.3521 (2) 80.7469 (105) 0.969 (15) 5.86 (9)

α’-Fe γ-Fe

a (Å) c (Å) Phase Fraction a (Å) Phase Fraction b N Content (wt.%) d

Fe-1N 1273 2.8549 (1) 2.9514 (1) 0.932 (10) 3.5939 (1) 0.055 (11) 0.97 (2)
Fe-2N 1273 2.8509 (2) 3.0538 (1) 0.758 (12) 3.6259 (1) 0.239 (12) 1.95 (4)

a Numbers in parentheses refer to errors in the last digits; b Balance wüstite FeOx; c The N content in the ε-nitride
phase is determined by the relation between the experimental unit-cell volume and nitrogen content given by
Liapina et al., 2004 [83]; d The N content in the solid solutions is determined by the relation between the nitrogen
content and the lattice parameter c of the major martensitic phase given by Cheng et al., 1990 [84].
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Figure 3d,e show the XRD data of the recovered samples from Fe–1N and Fe–2N
compositions, indicating that both samples consist of the solid solution phases α’-Fe (body-
centered tetragonal structure, bct) and γ-Fe. The bct-structured α’-Fe is a metastable
phase formed by diffusionless transformation of the parent γ-Fe upon quenching. The
result indicates that the compositions Fe–1N and Fe–2N are in the γ phase stability field
at 5 GPa and 1273 K, with nitrogen alloying with Fe interstitially. This is the first time
that the presence of the α’-Fe–N phase has been recorded in the quenched sample from
high-pressure experiments. Rietveld analysis further determined that Fe–2N contains
much more residual γ phase compared to Fe–1N (Table 1), indicating that increasing the
concentration of solute atomic N helps retain the γ-Fe phase at room temperature, similar
to the observation in the Fe–C system [85,86]. Table 1 lists the lattice parameters of the
martensitic and austenitic phases. We used the lattice parameter c of the major martensitic
phase to calculate the N content in the recovered samples on the basis of the dependence
of c on the solution N [84]. The calculation yielded 0.97(2) wt% N and 1.95(4) wt% N in
Fe–1N and Fe–2N samples, respectively. It implies no detectable N loss in the heat-treated
process at high pressure, in contrast to the behavior of nitrides. Figure 3f shows the lattice
parameters of the Fe–N martensitic phase, along with the literature data [84], as a function
of solution N content.

The XRD data indicate that at least 2 wt% N can be dissolved in γ-Fe at 5 GPa and
1273 K. Previous static high-pressure experiments have reported the γ-Fe phase containing
N as high as ~2.1 wt% (Fe4N0.35) at 19–30 GPa [69], which is comparable to the maximal
N solubility of 2.7 wt% at 1 atm [75]. This suggests that pressure has a minor effect on
the N solubility in γ-Fe, similar to the observation in the Fe–C system [85,86]. The high N
solubility in solid Fe indicates that γ-Fe could be an important N-bearing phase in planetary
cores besides nitrides.

3.3. Resistivity of Fe–N Compositions

Figure 4 shows the measured electrical resistivity of Fe–1N, Fe–2N, Fe–6.4N, and Fe–
10N compositions as a function of temperature. The estimated error in sample temperature
is ~50 K, along with ~2% uncertainty in resistivity. For comparison, the literature data
concerning pure Fe at 1 atm [87] and 5 GPa [14,82], a recovered nitride Fe2N at 1 atm [81],
and Fe–Si alloys at 5 GPa [24,25] were also plotted in Figure 4. We specifically choose Fe–Si
data for comparison due to similarities in Si content with our compositions, allowing a
direct evaluation of the N effect on Fe resistivity. In addition, the resistivity data of Fe–Si
alloys from different studies [22–26] are generally consistent compared to measurements
for other compositions in the Fe–S, Fe–P and Fe–C systems. The data obtained at much
higher pressures using diamond-anvil cells [17–21] were not included in the comparison.

All resistivity measurements were made during cooling after synthesizing a single
phase at 5 GPa and high temperature. Except for the Fe–10N composition, the tempera-
ture dependence of the resistivity for Fe–1N, Fe–2N, and Fe–6.4N changes as the sample
temperature decreases, indicating potential phase transitions. The implications for phase
transitions will be discussed in the following sections. In this section, we focus on the effect
of N on the resistivity of pure Fe, particularly at temperatures above 1000 K relevant to the
thermal state in planetary interiors. Under these conditions, Fe–1N and Fe–2N are stable in
the γ phase-field, while Fe–6.4N and Fe–10N form nitride phases according to our recovery
experiments. As shown in Figure 4, N has a positive effect on the resistivity of Fe, similar
to Si and other elements such as C, S, O, P, and H [29,30,33,38]. The resistivity of all Fe–N
compositions shows a weak temperature dependence at high temperatures. The tempera-
ture dependence of Fe–1N and Fe–2N in γ phase is very similar to that of pure γ-Fe, with
a temperature dependence of ∂ρ

∂T ∼ 0.045 µΩ·cm K−1, whereas the nitride compositions

exhibit lower temperature dependence with a value of ∂ρ
∂T ∼ 0.025 µΩ·cm K−1, implying

that the resistivity of the Fe–N system depends on both the N content and species. To fur-
ther illustrate the influence of N on the Fe resistivity, we plotted the resistivity data of pure
Fe and Fe–N compositions at 1273 K as a function of N content (Figure 5). The resistivity of
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Fe–N solid solutions exhibits much more dependence on the N content compared to the
nitrides. The linear fitting from the resistivity of pure Fe, Fe–1N, and Fe–2N shows a slope
of 13.9 µΩ·cm per weight percent N compared to a value of 3.78 for nitrides. This explicitly
indicates that the interstitial N in solid metallic Fe plays a much more important role in
changing the resistivity of Fe than that of nitrides.
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Comparing the effects of N and Si, N has a stronger effect on resistivity than Si
(Figure 4). Fe–1N exhibits resistivity similar to Fe–4.5 wt%Si, and both Fe–1N and Fe–2N
most likely have higher resistivity than Fe–8.5 wt%Si due to its negative temperature
dependence at high temperature. The resistivity of the Fe–8.5 wt%Si alloy is ~20% and
~25% lower than nitrides Fe–6.4N and Fe–10N at 1273 K, respectively. The difference is
enhanced when extrapolating to higher temperatures due to the negative temperature
dependence of the solid Fe–Si alloys.

We also examined the validity of Matthiessen’s rule by calculating the elementary re-
sistivity of N based on the experimental data. Matthiessen’s rule is usually used to describe
the alloying effect of the solute atoms on the resistivity of pure metals [18,20,25,27,33,38,88].
This rule gives the resistivity ρtotal of dilute alloys as a sum of the resistivity of the
pure metal matrix ρ0(T) and the impurity term as a function of the solute concentra-
tion Ci , ρtotal (Ci, T) = ρ0(T) + ∑ ρiCi, where ρi is the elementary resistivity of solute i,
which is only dependent on the impurity species. The calculated elementary resistivity
ρi for Fe–1N is ~19 µΩ·cm per weight percent N, different from the value ~14 µΩ·cm for
Fe–2N, indicating a deviation from Matthiessen’s rule.

Studies of the compression behavior of iron nitrides suggest that ~2.0–3.2 wt% N is
required to explain the density deficit of the Earth’s inner core [69], while ~9.5 wt% is
needed for the liquid outer core [70], assuming N is the sole core light element. However,
considering the N budget in the bulk silicate Earth, the reasonable N content in the Earth’s
core should be less than ~1 wt% based on the N abundance in CI chondrites (~3000 ppm
by weight [48]). This content matches the N content of the metallic taenite phase in most
iron meteorites [72]. Therefore, N is likely a minor component in the Earth’s core and
possibly terrestrial planetary cores. Consequently, the minor N could be dissolved into the
lattices of iron alloys such as Fe–Si (and/or, O, C, S) alloys and play an important role in
controlling the transport properties of the planetary core, as shown by relatively higher
electrical resistivity of the Fe–N alloys compared to the Fe–Si alloys (Figure 4). Models
based on resistivity measurements in binary systems such as Fe–Si [17–26], Fe–S [27–32],
and Fe–C [35] alloys may underestimate the resistivity and therefore overestimate the
thermal conductivity of planetary cores if the role of N in the cores is ignored.

3.4. Phase Stability of γ’-Fe4N at High Pressures

Phase transitions, such as decomposition and structure transformation, are usually
accompanied by distinctive changes in resistivity. The resistivity data obtained in this
study can be used to understand the phase evolution in the Fe–N system and the stability
of γ’-Fe4N at high pressures. To elucidate the transition temperature, we calculated the
temperature dependence of the resistivity using the formula, ∂ρi

∂Ti
= 1

2

(
ρi+1−ρi
Ti+1−Ti

+
ρi−ρi−1
Ti−Ti−1

)
.

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity of the Fe–N alloys and iron
nitrides during cooling. Fe–10N shows no apparent change in the temperature derivative
as the temperature decreases from ~1400 K to near room temperature, indicating that the
Fe–10N composition remains in the Ephase at the investigated temperatures. In contrast, the
Fe–6.4N composition shows a very strong change in the temperature derivative at ~673 K
(Figure 6b). Our recovery experiment confirmed that the Fe–6.4N composition is in the
Ephase-field at 5 GPa and 1273 K (Figure 3b) and that the N content of the recovered sample
(5.86 wt%) closely matches that of the γ’-Fe4N (~5.9 wt%). The phase diagram of the Fe–N
system at 1 atm shows a transition point c at 953 K (Figure 7a), which indicates a congruent
reaction of E↔ γ’. Therefore, the observed change in the temperature derivative can be
attributed to the E↔ γ’ transition. The transition temperature is ~280 K lower than that
at 1 atm due to the pressure effect. The phase boundary shift is consistent with the E↔ γ’
congruent reaction temperature observed at 5 GPa in the recent work of Wetzel et al. [79].
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Figure 6c,d show the changes in the temperature derivative of the resistivity at ~955 K
for pure Fe, ~853 K for Fe–1N, and ~753 K for Fe–2N. These changes correspond to the onset
of the polymorphic transition γ ↔ α [14,15,24–26,33,82,89,90]. The transition temperature
decreases with the increasing N content, defining the γ↔ α + γ phase boundary (Figure 7b).
Below the polymorphic transition temperature, a discontinuity is observed at ~593 K
in the Fe–2N resistivity, likely attributed to the eutectoid reaction of γ’ ↔ α + E. This
decomposition reaction was theoretically predicted by Göhring et al. [74] (Figure 7a) but it
has never been directly observed in experiments, possibly due to the sluggish reaction at
low temperature.

Figure 7b shows a possible phase diagram at 5 GPa based on the phase diagram at 1
atm [74,75] and the recently reported phase equilibrium data at 4–6 GPa [79], combined
with our phase transition points. The new experimental data provide constraints on the
crucial phase transition boundary at high pressure. It is notable that the recovered samples
reported by Wetzel et al. [79] frequently contained three or even four phases, suggesting
a non-equilibrium assemblage probably due to the slow kinetics at low temperatures.
We only used the data from the equilibrium assemblage to construct Figure 7b. In the
Fe-rich region, the three polymorphic transition points determined from the resistivity
measurements of pure Fe, Fe–1N, and Fe–2N constrain a boundary of an α + γ dual-phase
region in equilibrium with the γ phase at 5 GPa. This boundary shifts toward the low
temperature by ~200 K compared with that at 1 atm. The congruent transition E↔ γ’ of
Fe–6.4N at ~673 K determines the highest temperature for the stability of γ’-Fe4N. It, along
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with the literature phase data, defines a new congruent point marked as c in Figure 7b.
The discontinuity at ~593 K from the Fe–2N resistivity measurements is proposed as the
eutectoid reaction γ’ ↔ α + E(e3). No discontinuity is observed from the Fe–6.4N and Fe–1N
resistivity data, which is likely due to the slow kinetics of the eutectoid decomposition of
γ’-Fe4N. The phase retention caused by the hysteretic effect usually leads to nonequilibrium
phase recovery as found in the work of Wetzel et al. [79]. The lack of a detectable eutectoid
reaction of γ↔ α + γ’ (e2) in the Fe–1N and Fe–2N resistivity measurements is likely due to
the nonequilibrium retention of the γ phase and the narrow temperature interval between
the eutectoid reaction γ ↔ α + γ’ and the polymorphic transition γ ↔ α. Further detailed
experiments are needed to refine the transition temperatures.

The phase-field of γ’-Fe4N is contracted at 5 GPa, suggesting that the γ’-Fe4N phase
may disappear at higher pressure. Wetzel et al. (2021) [79] derived a reaction path for
the pressure-induced disappearance of the γ’-Fe4N phase. They argued that the eutectoid
reaction E↔ γ + γ’ (e1) would coincide with the congruent reaction E↔ γ’ (c) at ~4 GPa,
accompanying the disappearance of the dual-phase region of γ’ + Eand the appearance of
a peritectoid reaction γ + E↔ γ’. At pressures above ~5 GPa, the eutectoid reactions γ ↔
α + γ’ (e2) and γ’ ↔ α + E(e3) and the peritectoid reaction γ + E↔γ’ would coincide in a
quadruple point, leaving a new eutectoid reaction γ ↔ α + E. According to the path, they
proposed that γ’-Fe4N is a metastable phase and unlikely to occur in the Fe–N system at
pressures exceeding 10 GPa. Further experiments are needed to conclusively determine the
stability of γ’-Fe4N. However, γ’-Fe4N is unlikely as the N-bearing phase in the cores of
planetary bodies such as Earth, the Moon, Mercury, and Ganymede because it is observed
at too low a temperature at core pressures.
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Figure 7. The phase relations in the Fe–N binary system. (a) The phase diagram of the Fe–N system at
ambient pressure adopted from Wriedt et al. [75]. At low temperatures, an α+ε equilibrium predicted
by Gohring et al. [74] is also plotted with dash lines. (b) The proposed phase relations in the Fe–N
system at 5 GPa. The solid symbols (square, circle, and triangle) represent the transition temperatures
determined using the resistivity measurements of this study. Recently reported phase equilibrium
data at 4–6 GPa [79] are plotted using gray symbols. The open gray triangle represents the ε-nitride
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(see the main text).
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, our high-pressure experiments at 5 GPa and up to 1400 K in the Fe–N
system, including the solid solutions Fe–1 wt%N and Fe–2 wt%N and nitrides Fe–6.4 wt%N
and Fe–10 wt%N, have provided valuable insights into the electrical resistivity behavior
and phase relations in the Fe–N system. We observed weak temperature dependence in the
resistivity of all compositions. The recovery experiments indicated that the solid solutions
reside in the γ phase-field, while two nitrides are in the ε phase-field at 5 GPa and 1273 K.
Our data highlighted the significant influence of nitrogen impurities on the resistivity of Fe,
particularly interstitial nitrogen, surpassing the effect of Si. Notably, alloying with 1 wt%
N shows higher resistivity than alloying with 4.5 wt% Si and possibly 8.5 wt% Si. Further
experiments are needed to explore the resistivity of ternary compositions such as Fe–N–Si,
Fe–N–C, and Fe–N–O and to comprehensively evaluate the impurity effect of N in complex
systems. Furthermore, our temperature-dependent resistivity data allowed determination
of the phase evolution of the Fe–N system at high pressures. On the basis of the changes in
the temperature dependence of the measured resistivity combined with the literature phase
equilibrium data, we proposed a phase diagram in the Fe–N binary system at 5 GPa. This
phase diagram features a contracted γ’-Fe4N field compared to that at 1 atm. Taking the
recent phase equilibrium study into account, we concluded that the fcc nitride γ’-Fe4N is
unlikely to be the N-bearing phase present in planetary cores. Instead, the likely dominant
N-bearing phase is γ-Fe, with dissolved N up to ~2 wt%. To further elucidate the phase
relations in the Fe–N system, it is necessary to study the melting relations and the resistivity
measurements of the Fe–N melts, which will provide insights into the composition and
dynamic evolution of planetary cores.
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